
EDUCATOR’S GUIDE



CREATE YOUR OWN SCROLLS
After reading any School of Greatness book, students can create their own scrolls!

On each template scroll have the students brainstorm ways they can show their 
greatness during the school year. You can focus on the specific character trait of 
the book you are reading. For example, if you are reading The Missing Mascot, you 
can have students focus on ways they can show teamwork.

To extend the lesson, students can learn how to make the paper look aged, 
making it look more like an ancient scroll.

To do this, you can stain paper with coffee. After completing the scroll, students 
can use a paint brush or paper towel to paint the scroll with a mixture of coffee 
and water (dilute 2 teaspoons of instant coffee in ¼ cup of hot water). Let sit to dry. 
Alternatively, you can pour the mixture onto a cookie sheet and then soak the 
paper for 2-3 minutes before taking out to dry.
(adapted from   www.feelingnifty.com/how-to-age-paper-tea-coffee/)

You can download a scroll template at:
https://geniuscatbooks.com/pages/resources

You can also download pledges specific to the lesson in each book at: 
https://geniuscatbooks.com/pages/resources

CHARACTER INTERVIEWS
1. Print a few sets of character cards (found at the end of this guide) and cut them

out individually.
2. After reading and discussing all the characters and included information, place

students in small groups.
3. Have one student be the “character” while the other students are the detectives.
4. The “character” student will pick a card from the deck to determine who they are.
5. Each student (or detective) has a chance to ask the character one yes or no

question.
6. If a student has a guess of the character, they make their selection instead of

asking a new question.
7. If they are correct, they can be the new character. If they are incorrect, the game

continues until someone correctly guesses.
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GENERAL LESSONS
You can use these lessons with any of the SCHOOL OF GREATNESS books!

*For a higher level experience, students can give a scenario and the character
can answer based on their character. For example, what would you do if

someone was being mean to you? (If Medusa, might say something with hair)
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CHAIN OF GREATNESS
1.  Cut out strips of paper to be used as a chain link. 
2. Challenge the class to be caught showing “greatness.” 
3. Each time a student or teacher feels they’ve seen someone show something 

kind or something showing good teamwork, have them write it on a chain link. 
4. Display the chainlinks so they will visually see their accomplishments.

KINDNESS:
This lesson is adapted from Hexagonal Thinking from Now Spark Creativity
In the book we learn how Medusa’s classmates could have shown her kindness in different 
ways. Each student fills out a hexagon split into 6 pieces. In each piece they write or draw a 
way they have been kind in school or in life. Then students work in small groups to see how 
they can match up the sides of the hexagons to see how their actions link to each other. 
Challenge them to rearrange their hexagons in a different way once they found one 
configuration.
Google Slides I made as a template 
 

CLASS KINDNESS CIRCLE:
Students sit in a circle, with their legs out in the middle. One student starts by saying 
something kind about another student. Once they are done, the person who was mentioned 
puts their legs in a crisscross position. This indicates that they can’t get another 
compliment. Then they say something kind about another peer. And it goes on until 
everyone has had something kind about them and all legs are out of the center.

SHARED WRITING: THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX
In the book Medusa First Day, Medusa and her friends learn all the ways Medusa’s snake 
hair can be helpful. Have students pretend that they have snake hair, and then brainstorm 
a list of all the ways having snake hair can help someone.

You can do different rounds for your lists, for example: Ways Snake Hair Can Help In
School, Ways Snake Hair Can Help In A Grocery Store, or Ways Snake Hair Can With Your
Chores.

MEDUSA’S FIRST DAY

*Teacher tip, if someone says something about you, please save your 
compliment for the end, defer it to someone else, so you can be the last to 

compliment in the circle, in case there is a student that kids might find 
hard to find something to compliment them about.
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TEAMWORK IS COMMUNICATING 
• Create 2 identical bags with the same items in each bag. Make as many pairs of bags 

as there are students in the class. The items in the bags should be varying color and 
size. Legos work well, or any other material you might have in the classroom.

• Have the students sit facing each other but have a notebook or something blocking 
them from seeing each other. 

• Player one takes out their objects and takes a moment to arrange them in front of them 
without Player 2 seeing it (Notebook should be blocking it).

• Then player two takes their pieces out and listens to player one describe how they have 
arranged them together on their desk. 

• Player 2 can’t ask questions and arranges them according to their partners directions. 
• The students are trying to use specific, descriptive language to help them succeed. 
• If they feel they completed the challenge before 5 minutes, feel free to let them see how 

they did. But after 5 minutes tell them to check.
• Players switch roles and repeat the process.  
 

TEAMWORK TRIVIA
1.  Have students write questions about the plot and/or themes in the book. Decide if the 

students should make multiple choice ones or fill in the blank. 
2. After each student has created 1-3 questions, combine them into one space. 
3. Divide the students into 2-3 teams. Each team will work together to get the most points. 
4. Read questions one at a time to a team. The team will have a minute to discuss and 

come up with an answer. If correct, they can get 2 points. If not correct, the next team 
can work together to steal it for 1 point. 

5. Repeat until all the questions have been answered.

The object is for the students to collaboratively come up with an answer. 

THE MISSING MASCOT
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